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the future
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Stenzel speaks on sexuality, hits like a Mack truck
by Stephanie Brown
Stafr Reporter
Last week Tuesday. guest
speaker Pam Stenzel thundered
three sex talks. Pam was a
Mack truck-hammering the
issues in no uncertain terms.
Stenzel is native to south-
western Minnesota where she
directs a Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Throughout her nine
years of counseling she has
drilled lamenting youth with the
question "Is there anything we
could have said to prevent such
a crisis?"
Stenzel explained to us the
Biblical sexual mandate:
"You're either married or you're
not. If you're roamed, have at
it."
Certainly there were chaste
among 116 who questioned if
such lectures were indeed nec-
essary on a Christian campus
where. surely. no one ever has
sex. Stenzel proclaimed, "Your
greatest sex organ is your
mind." Sleepy purttan cages
were rattled; bricks in the door
won't prevent lust.
To those who were sexual-
ly active she" '\i;':W='
warned. "Your
honoring of your
[future] spouse
doesn't begin
when you walk
down the aisle . .
The same
integrity you
bring into your
.marriage, you
live with in your
marriage."
Stenzel cau-
Honed us about
vtsualtzmg mar-
rtage as the
grand cure-all.
She said,
"Marriage does
not alleviate sex-
ual struggles, it
increases them, because sud-
denly, much more is at risk."
She also warned couples
against engagements lasting a
year or more.
Perhaps Stenzel's greatest
shocker was her own story. She
told about a young girl who had
become pregnant by a rapist.
Faced with emotional angst and
difficult alternatives, she finally
groups were espe-
cially sobering to
worn e n
Contracting an
STD Is a far worse
fate than pregnan-
cy. Although soci-
ety recommends
contraceptives for
"safe sex", they
provide zero pro-
tection from dis-
ease. She instruct-
ed the women,
"You pay a higher
price than men.
Because you have
an open reproduc-
tive system, you
are easier to infect.
Some STD's have
no cure-they can
kill you and your baby." Eighty
percent of STDs show no symp-
toms.
Stenzel told us. "HPV kills
more women than AIDS and it
doesn't even require sex to con-
tract it. If you have genital con-
tact, you are at risk. Why is no
one is wearing red ribbons on
M1V for this?"
laura De Jong
Bible in hand, Pam Stenzel brings a clear and
firm message to the Dordt community.
decided to grant her baby life,
and an adoptive family.
Stenzel's next statement
dropped every jaw to the floor,
she said, "That baby was me.
Yes, my father was a rapist. I
did not deserve the death penal-
ty. My life is not worth less than
yours."
Stenzel's information on :
sterility. STDs, and at risk
eng
introduction of the team. Many freshman
were introduced, as Coach Greg Van Soelen
told the crowd that the team was young this
year. The new players will help to fill the
shoes of the large senior class that gradu-
ated last year. Sophomore Kevin Mesrnan.
New, old faces highlight late night preseason fun
JV manager. said that it is a completely
"new team" in a "different era". He said it
was hard to tell if the team would be good.
One of the highlights of Midnight
Madness, as always, was the slam dunk
competition. The celebrity judges included
Hew rec center director Glenn Bouma,
recruiter Steve Mouw and new business
professor Eric Hoekstra. Sophomore Neal
Brenneman won the competition. His dunk,
standing backwards at the foul line and
bouncing the ball between his legs to set
himself up. set the crowd roaring.
Junior Lanae Nikkel enjoyed the
Carrie Foods Halftime Shoot Out. "Some
people are so lucky," she said. Senior Jeff
Gosliga and Mesman think that half the fun
is just watching Carrie Foods pay the win-
ners. Senior Mark Verbrugge was the first
person of the year to collect $250 when he
sunk his half court shot with the fans on
their feet. Of the five contestants in the
Shoot Out. two went on to the half court
shot with Verbrugge being the fourth per-
son to win the money since the Shoot Out
was begun two years ago.
"The crowd was just nuts." Mesman
said. They were really into the game at the
tip off. The guys were "out to have a good
time," said Mesman.
Over 500 Dordt students
flocked to the gym Friday night
to get a preview of the 1997 -98 ~
Dordt Defenders Men's basket-
ball team. The night's activi-
ties included the Carrie Foods
Halftime Shootout and a slam
dunk competition also durtng
halftime.
The activities began at
midnight with the tipoff. The
first half ended tight. with the
gold team going to the locker
room with a one point lead.
The players are starting
to gear up for the season. With
the first practice on Monday,
October 13, the team will laura
begin in earnest to work
towards bettertng last year's If it's dunks you want, it's dunks you get.
mark of 17-12. Last year's
team finished in second place in the Sptc.
The second half was not as close: the
gold team pulled away to an 81-60 victory.
The game was not bad, but the action could
not compare to the excitement of halftime.
The first event of halftime was the
by Bean Gregg
Stafr Reporter
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Workshops
help prepare
students
by Cheryl W1enla
Staff Writer
"Thursdays at 4" are work-
shops meant to help Dordt stu-
dents with. their college career
and working after graduation in
the field they chose.
In the past, the workshops
have been in the evening. a busy
time for many students. So Ron
Rynders. who organized the
workshops, went to the
Registrar's office to find out the
least busy time of the week:
"Thursdays at 4."
Ron Rynders. with the help
of guest speakers such as Jo
Faber. are giving workshops
dealing with topics such as grad-
uate school. increasing success
in college and finding a major. A
majority of the workshops will
deal with Job search skills and
interview techniques.
The workshops are not lim-
ited to seniors; underclassmen
are encouraged to come. Renee
Van Grontngen. a freshman.
found the workshops for unde-
clared majors very helpful. "I
had an i<:I.awhat I was going to
major in. but I wasn't sure. [The
workshops) totally affirmed it. [
also thought the personality
tests were really interesting."
Ron Rynders also encour-
ages underclassmen to come to
some of the workshops about job
searching and interviewing ... It is
important to know about inter-
viewing for summer internships.
It is important to be a polished
inteIViewer and a competitive
individual."
'Thursdays at 4~is an asset
to all Dordt students to help
them .decide their future career.
and to improve their job search
skills for durtng college and
after.
Some of the upcoming
workshops include the following:
Today: Information
Interviewing-NOT job acqui-
sition. Intended audience:
pre-majors. anyone seeking
information about various
vocations
October 23: Job Search
Tips. Intended audience:
1998 prospective graduates
OCtober 30: Follow up Job
Search procedure. Intended
audience: 1998 prospective
graduates
November 6: Interviewing.
Video presentation. Intended
audience: 1998 prospective
graduates.
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Program to help speed,
comprehension
by Heather Kuipers
Staff Reporter
Most. if not all, Dordt
students have spent sleepless
nights painstakingly reading
hundreds of pages of assigned
text. What students may not
know is that the ASK Center
recently installed a new pro-
gram called Ultimate Speed
Reader, which could help
users -significantly Increase
their reading speed.
"I've had a 10"1: of kids
request it," said Pam DeJong,
director of the Ask Center.
"[The program) addresses
some issues in reading, [such
as) increasing reading speed
without losing comprehen-
sion."
According to the
Ultimate Speed Reader guide-
book, the average adult reads
about 250-300 words per
minute with about a 50%
comprehension level. The
book says that if someone's
beginning rate falls within
that range, that person
should be able to double or
triple his or her reading speed
while maintaining or improv-
ing his or her comprehesion.
Sound impossible?
Sarah Walsh
Dirk Zwart
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After using the program,
sophomore Livija Shannon
doesn't think so. "I can see
improvement," she Said. "I
think it will save me a lot of
time."
Senior Paul Shupe
agrees. He said that after only
using the program several
times, he is already pushing
himself more when he reads.
"I learned some things I didn't
know."
Ultimate Speed Reader
assesses a person's initial
reading speed and then gives
that person a target speed to
work toward. The program
contains seven exercises that
the user can work on; for
example, the Newspaper
Reading exercise gives prac-
tice in using peripheral vision
to read material in columns.
Students can sign up to
use Ultimate Speed Reader at
the Ask Center receptionist
desk. The hours for use are 9
a.m. to 8 p.rn., Monday
through Friday. The comput-
er on which students can use
the program is located on the
east side of the Ask Center in
the small hallway that houses
the directors' offices.
Stephanie Brown
Terry Bultje
Martin Dam
Bridget De ¥ager
Brady Fopma
Sean Gregg
Jesse Groen
Brenda Heuker
Lieschen Hoksema
Tim Kobes
Janel Kragt
Heather Kuipers
Todd Lee
Kevin Maas
Jeff Memmelaar
Melissa Phaneuf
Kristin Sybesma
Sue Vanderrnay
Kendra Vao Duyn
Tami Van Kooten
Cheryl Wierda
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Parents invade campus
by Ja;'el Kragt
Staff Reporter
Motels ali the way out to Sioux City are
booked this weekend as they await the arrival of
over 800 parents, grandparents. siblings' arrcl
friends of Dordt students who will flock to cam-
pus for Dordt's annual Parents' Weekend. With
people coming from places allover-ranging from
The Netherlands to Canada. Florida to Montana
and California to good 'ole Sioux Center-many
geographic are~s will be represented.
A significant number of visiting parents are
themselves Dordt alumni. For them. along with
the chance to check up on their sons arid daugh-
ters. Parents' Weekend becomes a mini-reunion
during which they can renew old acquaintances
and reminisce about their Dordl days. Parents'
weekend will be particularly exciting for some of
these alums, who haven't been to the campus for
over twenty years.
The weekend's calendar is loaded with many
exciting events. The festivities officially begin at
noon on Friday with an open house in the recre-
ation center.
This will be followed by the facility's dedica-
tion program at 5:00 p.m. President Zylstra; as
well as Sioux Center's mayor, Dale Den Herder
and_ Dr. John Hulst, President Emeritus, will
address those in attendance.
> At 7:30, Dordt will be hosting the annual
Fall Music Festival featuring Dordf's Chorale,
Concert Choir, Kantorei. Concert Band and
Orchestra. The vocal ensembles wtll perform
under the direction of Benjamin Kornelis and the
instrumental ensembles will be directed by Dr.
Henry Duttman. Bonnie Runta. the winner of the
1997 National Federation of Music competition,
will also present an organ selection.
The concert will feature an exciting variety of
music and promises to pack the house. Dorch's
women's volleyball team also meets action at 7:30
as they face SD Tech. Later that evening, coffee
and cookies will be served in the SUB, followed by
Comedy League in BJH auditorium.
Saturday's events begin with the President's
Brunch in the Commons a18:45 a.m. This is a
popular event lor Illany visitors. Later. parents
will have the opportunity to find out first hand
what learning is like at Dorclt College by attend-
ing mock classes through Academics in Action. In
the afternoon. they can tour the recreation cen-
ter, have coffee in the SUB or catch additional
sporting events.
The Women's soccer team meets SI. Clair at
noon, followed by the Men at 2:00 p.m. Women's
volleyball will also see action as the JV team faces
the Alumni at noon and the Varsity meets
University of Mary at 2:00 p.m. Saturday will end
fall-ball for the women's team as they host all all-
clay.softball tournament.
Hobson's Choice, Dordt's fall theater pro-
duction, will debut on Saturday as well. Set in
nineteenth c-entury England, Hobson's Choice is a
romantic comedy JE>rthe whole family. Saturday
evening's performance is sold out. but a Jew tick-
ets remain for the matinee.
Parents' Weekend is an excilin,g lillie f~r
both students and their guests. But for some stu-
dents like sophomore Nate De Karu. Parents'
Weekend is a very hectic time. "Added to the nor-
mal routine." he says. "we have In dean our
house, make ourselves parent-presentable, and
pretencl to be on top of things," Yet, this is a small
price to pay lor students who rarely see their par-
ents and are anxious to renew relationships.
Welcome to Dordt. family and Friends. Enjoy
your weekend!
-= 2
New church brings hope
by Lieschen Hoeksema:
Staff Reporter
small groups are established to
pray and discuss the message.
Danlelle Kamps, a junior at
Dordt and an active participant at
Bridge of Hope, said she became
involved with the ministry because
of its mission. "Bridge of Hope has a
strong emphasis on small groups,
to make every member feel needed.
The whole atmosphere is very per-
sonal." Kamps has been actively
involved since August.
Matt Sharpe. a senior has also
been involved in the organization of
Bridge of Hope. He likes the setting,
the style of worship and also the
opportunity to be involved in the
planting of a church ... lts an awe-
some experience. especially since
I'm a pre-sem st udent," Sharpe
commented,
Within the next few months.
Bridge of Hope Ministries hopes to
become Bridge of Hope CR.e. thus
becoming the fifth Christian
Reformed Church in Sioux Center.
After becoming an official church.
they will be allowed to call a pastor
and have recognition at Classis and
Synod.
The congregation a t Bridge of
Hope is warm. friendly and always
welcomes visitors. This ministry
meets every Sunday, with worship
time at 1:30 p.m.In New Lite-
Reformed Church with the excep-
tion of this Sunday when the con-
gregation will be meeunz on Dordts
campus In S101.
You might be wondering why
another church is needed in a town
like Sioux Center. Many of us have
the notion that those who live in
Sioux Center attend church reli-
giOllSly. It is true that many people
do attend worship services faithful-
ly once or twice every Lord's Day.
However, there are some people
who go to church only on holidays.
Several ot hers in town are
members of a church but lack the
sense of community and account-
ability that occur within the church
family. For those reasons. Bridge of
Hope Ministries has been formed.
Their' goals include reac-hinu out to
those who are under-churched and
meeting the needs of those who feel
their needs aren't beinl-!: met at
another church,
Bridge of Hope Ministries. has
been in the planning stages for
about a year, with a core planning
group meeting at least once a
month. In August. people began
worshiping as a congregation.
The planning group is hoping
to be sponsored by a local eRC so
that Bridge of Hope can bet-orne an
offlctal church. Untll t he-n. it is onlv
known as a ministry who meets lor
a time of worship every Sunday."
Every week, this group meets for
lunch and fellowship. followed a
time of worship, After the mess~ge.
UvijaSh_n
Sophomore
Mrs. Hepworth
The play Is very light.
and It moves quickly.
It's relaxing to watch.
Norbert Nonhof
8enIor
I..lghtjng Tecllnlclan
A ton of work, a pain
In the butt. but I
wouldn't have it any
other way.
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Studying from a service perspective
faith, a structure of learning
r from which we can go out to
serve our God as people who
truly live our faith In everything
we do."
I first want to address that
"structure of learning" that
President Zylstra spoke of. In
the last issue of the Diamond.
guest columnist Martin Dam
encouraged people to take their
studying seriously. I want to go
a little further with the issue.
We have to do more than take
our studying seriously. The
purpose of studying is not to get '
a good grade or to get a good
job. We cannot study just for
the sake of studying. There is
no fun or meaning to that kind
of drudgery.
Am I saying that studying
can be fun? Well, maybe "fun"
is taking it too far. What I am
saytng Is that studying is not as
hard to do if you keep it In per-
spective. I think we need to
keep In mind that the studying
we are doing today is a step
toward our kingdom service
tomorrow.
Yes, the goal of studying Is
kingdom service. Now we must
also keep in mind the way we
do our studying and the way we
view our majors. I urge each
and every student on this cam-
pus to think sertously about
how their major can be used in
serving others. to think about
how you will be able to do your
"In the first issue of the
Diamond. I said that the
Diamond was out to challenge
the Dordt community. Now it is
time for that challenge to con-
tinue in a more spectfic way.
Lately. I have been taking
a hard look at my experiences
in the first half of this semester.
Usually I do a little reflecting
after the semester Is over.
which ends up being entirely
useless for as I said the-
semester is over.
I remember ltstening to
Prestdent Zylstra's convocation
address In which he called the
community to think about our
attitudes toward the relation-
ship between faith and learn-
Ing.
The conclusion of the
address was that Dordt College
needs to be "creating a commu-
nity of faith out of which and In
which is built the very structure
of learning needed to honor the
Lord in whom we place our
. consciously think about these
issues. continuing in that
mindset will hopefully come as
a natural consequence.
The second part of
President Zylstra's conclusion
job In a distinctively Christian
way.
That distinction. I believe.
is key to the education at
Dordt. And It is not only
addressed to the students.
Students, faculty and staff
form a vital partnership in
this goal. So also, I encourage
the faculty and staff to model
how this is done in your
duttesf'whatever they may be,
To those who teach, I encour-
age you to continue to explic-
Itly bring out this distinctive
perspective in your classes,
But in response I urge stu-
dents not to be idle.
I flrst started thinking
about this seriously last year
whlle taking Phllosphy 20 I. I
don't know if that was an
intended outcome of the
class, but I was challenged
and I continue to challenge
myself to think about how my
Christianity affects the way I
do mathematics and the way I
will teach. I now challenge
each person at Dordt College
to do the same for the purpose
of joyful service.
I take this very serious-
ly-maybe too seriously. Why am
I stressing this? Well. if we, as
students, do not take the time
to think through these issues
now, when we are confronted
with them, I doubt very much
that we will do so once we grad-
uate. If.we start right now to
tells us that learrdng enables
us to serve God in everything
that we do. For most of this edt-
tortal I have focused on how
learning "will guide our lives in
the future. However, service is
not limited to the future or to
projects outside of the Dordt
College campus. Service hap-
pens in the things that you do
each day.
I am sure that most of you
have seen the banner hanging
in the chapel which reads.
"Living the Vision." That is our
calling here at Dordt. We must
seek ways to serve each other in
the present.
If you want an example. let
me take the most obViOUS
one-roommates. Seek to
serve them in doing the dish-
es, picking up. taking out the
trash, encouraging and listen-
ing. I credit my roommates for
serving me many times (even
after a publication night for
the DIamond).
I also encourage you to
serve each other in the actfvt-
ties you are involved with. For
myself. I view my work as edi-
tor of the Diamond as being
service. It is not a job for me
because I am able to serve
you. the community of Dordt
College.
It is for the purpose of ser-
vice that I am stressing com-
munity this year. But, I can
not create community. Only
God can do that. But let us seek
to be his tools for him to use in
creating a community in which
faith is the structure of our
learning which leads to service.
May this have been,
All to the Glory of God
Jon Postma, Editor
Letter to the Community: Seek a healthy balance
Dear ~mmunity,
This is a response to the Free Press
in the last issue. Guest Colurrmtst.
Martin Dam, wrote a commentary enti-
tled, "A Late Response to Senior Chapel."
I feel that I should address this issue,
make known what our real message at
that chapel was.
Whenl asked If we would speak at .the senior chapel. we were told to have
fun while reflecting on our years at Dordt
College. I feel that we followed Instruc-
tions. While I cannot speak for my three
"partners In crime" that· I shared the
stage with, I can speak for myself. Since
I probably will not be readlly Invited to
give another speech. I assume this is the
best medium in which to do so.
I hr-ve received a lot of flak for that
chapel and especially my part In It. I feel
that I (and the others) were quite mtsun-
derstood. It seems as though. once again,
people just took out of the speeches what
they wanted to hear, depending on
thoughts and attitudes they had accu-
mulated about the speaker previous to
the speech. And of course I generalize
there slightly. Anyway. my point Is: I did
not say, "DONT sruDY." I would never
say that, but I feel this impression was
the only thing taken from that ten
minute blurb/recollection of my Dordt
years. I think that Is sllly.
What I tried to get across in a
humorous way was that there is a
"HEALTHY BALANCE BElWEEN ACA-
DEMICS AND THE RELATIONSHIPS
THAT ONE DEVEWPS." And that was
that.
I did not mean to step on toes. I did
not mean to downplay Dordt's role in my
or anyone else's educational career. I also
did not mean to shred the faculty. I have
issues about how Dordt runs things at
times, but you are going to have that no
matter where you decide .:0 attend
school. I did not go up there with the
intention of mocking Dordt.. its proce-
dures, what its educational task is, or its
adherance to that task: I have the speech
light here and it does not say "Don't
Study ." And neither did Krls Cnossen's.
Krtsten Johnson's or Mark Rip's recollec-
tions.
I must. however, agree with a couple
of Martin's points, The fact of the matter
is that it is a bad time to ask seniors to
give truly unbiased speeches about their
time at Dordt. what with exams looming
and bigger things on their minds. To take
nothing more from the speech than
"don't study" is just pure lack of listen-
Ing.
I was told that the chapel and my
speech did not have a "whole lot of sub-
stance." I am sorry that the indiVidual
who said this to me (to my face, which
was appreciated) felt this way. I was not
trying to go up there. act "cool- and bag
on Dordt. If I had, I wouldn't have come
.back for a. fifth year here.
But I still maintain that studying
fits into a healthy balance with all the
other things here-like having a job, mak-.
trig and keeping friends and having hob-
bies, like a sport. music. or whatever
floats your boat. $40,000 is too much
money to come here and just "hang out"
but it is also too much to pay to get
stressed out, to get upset with the people
you apparently love, just for the quest of
that elusive 4.0.
That was my point. Even the golden
cow we know as the 4.0 is not worth all
that -.To some that comes naturally, with-
out a lot of stress at all. Sweet. For those
people I am glad. But to those who are
stressed out and cranky because they
live to make the grade, to get the 4.0:
relax.
Anyway. I have rambled on long
enough. Thanks for listening and reading
or whatever. I hope I didn't bug anyone. I
didn't mean to bug ya ....
sean Voogt
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Free Press Discrimination at Dordt?
"Nawl Dordt has its problems but I'm sure 0PeI;l
prejudice isn't one of them. Intellectuals and Reformed
people know better."
I unconsciously gave Dordt the benefit of the doubt
until I saw what effect Dcrdt had on my younger broth--
er. And now my family and I are a little skeptical.
Ltn-Vu Is adopted. Born as Lin-Vu Fong Nyugen. he
was found in an orphanage in Vietnam at the time of
the Operation Hope Baby lifts. He and my other
younger brother were raised as twins--with the same
clothes. bed. books. grades. room, friends, secrets--
everything was shared except skin color.
But should skin make a difference?
The environment they grew up in said. "No. it does-
n't make any difference." But then Lin-Vu went to Dordt.
And this community said through its actions, "Hmmm.
good question. Let's distance ourselves and look you
over as we think about it for a while. Sony. but you're
different: you make us rather uncomfortable."
For some reason, quiet. gentle Lin-Vu was shifted
around within the first month and a half of his fresh-
man year to three different roommates in North Hall.
Later that year he had to move again. He doesn't talk
about it ~uch but I know he felt very unaccepted .
Not as much because of the lack of Asians, but
because of the lack of a receiving attitude. The only
group he was welcomed in was the group that wel-
comes everyone, because they are the "down and out-
ers"-those who are pushed to the margins of Dordt's
page. A former roommate of mine labeled this group
"Dordt's lowlife." (Amazingly. this group had a remark-
ably high percentage of multi-cultural students at that
time: three Asian, two Africans and a Hispanic. The
group also included a couple of alcoholics, a dwarf, a
speech impediment case, three very obese persons, etc.
Non-assuming. nice people.)
Lin-Vu became very depressed in his freshman year.
My brother who was third in his public school class
now didn't give a rip about grades. He lost his drive,
gained weight, couldn't care about what he looked like,
used language with harder grtt and started dating a
non-Christian high school dropout.
Without thinking, a friend once said to me, "Your
brother is so different from you and your sister. Is it
weird for you that he's part of the losers?" I became
angry with him and said that the group my brother
hangs with is the group Jesus would have gone to. Not
to the self-righteous or arrogant. He caught my drtft and
was offended.
One time when studying about the Vietnam War,
some classmate said, "Those Vietnamese are just ani-
mals. The Viet-Cong war tactics-what they did with
bamboo-it is just inhumane." I said nothing.
Another time a pre-sem acquaintance said, "No way!
Your brother is Vietnamese? I though he was an
Irruit-he looks too dark and acts too lazy to be Asian!" I
didn't laugh.
In high school Lin-Vu was an over-achiever, athletic,
cheerful, serving, quiet and spiritually sensitive, receiv-
ing many honors. He left for Dordt intending to prepare
for his dream of being a history professor.
Something happened. I and my older sister attribute
it, in part. to Dordt's underlying prejudices.
Lin-Vu's stor.Yts, unfortunately, the story of some
other multi -cultural students who attend Dordt. There
is a large turn-over of students who look different from
us. There are many whose main friends are other multi-
cultural students; there are many who have a less than
satisfactory relationship with the Dordt Community. I
think of a Japanese girl who graduated from Dordt but
didn't even attend the ceremony, saying, "Nobody
would notice-I had no friends." Or a Ugandan guy who
left after one semester, saying, "I need to find a place to
be included." Or a past multi-cultural student who said
"for friendships, I have to make the first move. Always.
And as for dating-forget it. Dordt guys aren't secure
enough to date me." Or the Russian student who said,
"Dordt students from the midwest can't help being nar-
row-minded; people from large cities are more open to
representatives from other cultures. Here, many stu-
dents treat me much differently. I wish they knew we
have more similarities than differences."
I don't think the problem is as much with the facul-
ty. The problem is with us, the student body. Are we
able to handle a diversified community? I'll be honest-.
I doubt we are ready.
Can we joke with people who are from the inner city
instead of the farm? Can we handle eating with those
who aren't Dutch? Can we dance with people whose
hands are darker than ours?
Ltn-vu stopped attending Dordt after his second
year and is currently working some odd, low-wage jobs
at home. He is much happier.
As for what to suggest--either for Dordt or for Lin-
Vu-I have no idea. I can. say, "try to accept people for
their worth as image bearers of God and have no other
basis." But that sounds so trite. Perhaps the best con-
clusion is no conclusion except a willingness to ques- .
tion myself and my community, and an openness to
change.
- 2
• Global Observatory:Jesus was way cooland promote Christianity. There
are many other things -that have
been tried in the past-Bible vers-
es on plaques, greeting cards,
billboards. tracts. frosted glass
candles, Footprints. "I'll be back"
t-shirts, and other things too
numerous to count. It is exciting
that people will talk about Jesus
outside of closed doors, but do
they do it in a manner that is
meaningful or respectful?
I listen to a lot of music and
hear many views and insights on
religion. I've heard people inter-
pret DC Talk's "Jesus Freak" the
wrong way. Anyway, this week-
end I happened upon an old tape
and could not help but stop and
listen to the end of this song a
few times. It may come across
cynical. but really makes a valid
point.
He told people to eat his body
and drtnk his blood
That's so cool
Jesus was so cool
But then some people got
jealous of how cool he was
So they .killed him
But then he rose from the dead
He rose from the dead, danced
around
Then went up to heaven
I mean, that's so cool
Jesus was way cool
No wonder there are so many
Christians
If I'm making any point
here, I want you to know who
Jesus is and why you follow him
before you place yourself in any
position where you have no
answer for someone's question.
I'm glad so many people are will-
ing to be billboards for the
Kingdom, but how much small
print does your billboard have
before people see the large print?
Maybe we should all wear the
shirt I saw a punk in Omaha
wearing: Jesus-Any questions?
••••••••••••••••••••••••
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by dJrl< zwart
CoIUIDDlst
After seeing so many.
WWJD bracelets and other
"Jesus paraphenelia" lately, I
began to think about "Jesus"
culture in the world today. When
does it become cool to hang with
a certain religion or religious icon
from the past? I'm not coming
down on anyone who wears a
bracelet, t -shirt, has a bumper
sticker on their car (I have seen a
few), or has any other Jesus-fad
stuff in their home. Hey, J even
saw a huge candle in Goodwill
that was the head of Jesus.
This is where I come down
though. Not every Ford dealer is
going to use the same sales pitch
on you as the next guy and this
is somewhat the same idea when
we share our Christianity. Not
every person is going to want to
hear that they are danmed until
they repent. The latest WWJD
bracelet fad takes a new
approach.
The bracelets act as an
example of what Jesus would do
if someone asked Him for a glass
of water or the shirt off his back.
If asked., a person weartng the
bracelet is supposed to take the
bracelet off, give it to the person
and tell them the reason and
story as to why they just ·did
what they did. This is a great way
to witness. Humility. giving and
sharing all in one small action.
Unfortunately, a few people.
when I asked the meaning of
their bracelet, could not tell me
what it meant or what they were
supposed to do when asked.
They had it on because it was
trendy and all their friends had
one. Only one person has offered
to talk to -me about her bracelet
and discuss what Jesus could do
in my life. I wonder if the people
who had the bumper sticker
would give their car away?
This is not the only move-
ment that has taken place to try
The Pizza Ranch
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Perspectlves on Tri-State Break: Standi
Promise Keepers calls men to accountability
Disaster flood relief arrives ...Dordt style
by Aren Roukema
Staft Reporter
of worship. prayer, and repentance.
Promise Keepers is now in its sev-
enth year of existence, having grown
from an attendance of 4.200 at their ral-
lles in 1990, to an attendance of 1.1 mil-
lion in 1996. Promise Keepers encour-
ages Chrt;,Uan men to be responsible to
their families. community, church and
work. Mass rallies are held to promote
these values and often result in recom-
mitment by men both toward the
already mentioned aspects of their lives
Durtng the Trt -State reading break.
19 Dordt students undertook an
approximately 25-hour drive to
Washington D.C.. to attend 'Stand In
the Gap,' the massive. highly publicized
Promtse Keepers rally.
The 19 male students joined an
esttmated crowd of 1.5 mtlllon in the
Mall In Washington D.C .. for six hours
PholOBubm_
An estimated 1.5 million men came to Washington DC for
this historic rally.
and
toward God. The rally in the Mall was
the largest by farofficial sources
describing the crowds as 'hundreds of
thousands' of men. Approximately 1.5
million men attended the rally.
Although 'Stand in the Gap' could
be seen as a resounding success. many
concerns have been raised about the
political aims and right-wing values that
the group is said to advocate. Promise
Keepers has been accused of using what
look like harmless teachings on prayer
and social responsibility to further the
cause of the religious right-wing.
Women's rights activists have also
raised concerns and protested at the
rally, saying that Promise Keepers
teaches male domination over women,
and that they are an active pro-life orga-
nization. Many are afraid that these
political agendas. although not present
in Promise Keepers right now, may sur-
face in the future as the organization
gains more and more power. Although
independent members and leaders of
Promise Keepers have voiced opinions
about these agendas, Promise "Keepers
as a whole has done nothing but work
toward their agenda of encouraging men
to hold each other responsible.
Many of the 19 students from
Dordt found the rally to be a great help
In their lives. "It made me think about
my relationship with God and reevalu-
An hour later the crew was at work. stripping
stain and varnish off flood-damaged church pews
at a local Lutheran church, then sanding, re-statn-
tng. and re-varntshtng them. The Dordt students
joined other volunteers from the Sioux Center com-
muntly to complete this task.
Frtday and Saturday brought a new challenge:
restoring a damaged house that had been hit hard
by the spring flooding. The group insulated and
hung sheetrock the first day. then spilt Into small-
er groups that did tasks such as sorting donated
paint cans. paneling. prtmtng. and painting.
On Sunday morning. the students attended a
local CRC church. then packed up and headed
back to Iowa. Their weekend of work, fellowship.
and service was a success. and had accomplished
much. According to sophomore Becky Kallemeyn.
by Brady Fopma
Staft Reporter
What comes to mind when you hear the words
"Tri-State Weekend?" Relaxing? Klcklng back?
Catching up on hours of lost sleep, perhaps? For
a group of Dordt Students on October 9, the words
"Tri-State Weekend" brought on much different
connotations; mainly. a time of work, fellowship.
and serving the Grand Forks community.
The beginning of the four-day weekend at
Dordt saw a van-load of students depart from the
college campus at 5:00 a.m. on their way to Grand
Forks. North Dakota. The group traveled roughly
six: hours to the once-flooded destination, and set-
tled in at a motel that the city provided for volun-
teer workers.
in their lives. Said .- ...L_,_--
freshman Shane SeverfPromises of a
Negen, "It made me Promise Keeper
think about my
relationship with
God and reevaluate
that relationship. It
really made me
think." Fellow
freshman Steve
Bruin concurred in
saying that. "It was
an awesome time of
worship. It was a
time of spirit ual
growth and a chal-
lenge to continue to
grow in my faith."
Whatever the
underlying prob-
lems surrounding
Promise Keepers,
many men who
attended the 'Stand
in the Gap' rally,
including many of
those from Dordt, felt that it helped
them to reevaluate their faith and feel
closer to God, and to take responsibili-
ty in their roles as men.
ly.
.4) sh'ol1ll llllU'rlages
throUgh love. protection. and bib
5) Supporttog ~ church by'ho
praytng for his pastor. and by glvi
and resources.
6) Reaching beyond any racial
nation~muners ..to -demonstrate
of biblical unity.
7) Influencing his world. belpg
the great commandment (Mark
~ the great comm!ssIoIJ.
Information from Time Magazine (Oct.
6 1997)
CRWR
"Overall. I think that the trtp was
a success and we achieved our
purpose in going there- to help
out some of the people that need-
ed volunteer help and at the
same time encourage them to
keep going. In working with dif-
ferent people from Sioux Center L _
and Dordt we were able to estab-
lish relationships and get to know each other bet-
ter. I think that the trip was a success and a grow-
ing experience for me. We have so much to be'
grateful for."
Sleep? Relaxation? No way. Tri-State weekend
means serving and glortfytng God ... an awesome
way to spend four days.
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ng in the Gap and Rebuilding a city
Dordt students thankful for the experience
th a lew
ae neeM_.
leal, and
by John Den Boer
Guest Writer
Picture the expression
on the face of a Shoney's
restaurant hostess when 19
guys walk in at six in the
morning after a night of
driving. Now. imagine Dordt
College students talking to
homeless people outside of
a metro station downtown
Washington D.C. Tri-State
was a weekend full of expe-
riences for the men that
went to the Promise
Keeper's rally in
Washington D.C.
At six p.m. on
Wednesday. two vans left
Dordt for Washington D.C.
We had hooked up the CB's
and were more than ready
to get on the road. Traveling
down the road there was
much discussion on the various "han-
dles" and a general theme of Smurfs was
settled upon. The trip there went well
despite a little hole in the radiator of one
of the vans. We arrtved at the Christian
Reformed Church of Washington D.C.
around seven p.m. on
Thursday. The pastor was
more than welcoming as he
opened up his house and the
use of his showers.
We woke up late the fcl-
worship,
<dln~
liunlJIes
ill values.
>ring and
l his time
l denomt-
he power
edient16
!: ~3l).
8:19-20)
..,
lowing morning and slowly made our
way downtown. We split up into groups
and toured various areas of Washington
D.C. Saturday morning dawned, the day
of the rally. Some people got up at four
a.m. to get good seats. Others took a lit-
tle more time and came -later.
The whole expereince was awe
inspiring. There were men everywhere
and we knew that every single one was
a Christian. The rally brought not only
Christians. but protestors too.
Feminists and members of the homo-
sexual community were present.
Others were concerned that the event
supported men's dominance over
women and unconditional hatred
toward homosexuals. The men were
cautioned not to engage in discussion
with the protestors. but confronta-
tions still occurred.
At the Promise Keeper's rally.
men were called to remember their
responsibilities. The speaker encour-
aged the men to treat their wives (and
women in general). with respect. to
forget petty differences between
denominations and _to admit that
racism is. a part of their -ltvcs. Men
were challenged to change their
hatred into a love for all humans, no
matter what race or nationality. Songs
were sung, prayers were prayed, and
people were impacted.
A quick perusal of the news
showed that media response .to the
event was greatly vaIied. To me, the
of the calm and orderly way the men
conducted themselves.
The two Dordt vans left the church
at three a.m. on Sunday and despite
some vehicle trouble with one of the
vans, made it back safely. We drove
straight from Washington DC to Dordt.
making it back at seven a.m. Monday,
with an hour to spare before classes
began.
The Promise
Keeper's rally was a
unique and unforget-
table event. The Lord
blessed us, from the
timing of Tri-State to
safe travels despite the
engine trouble. We got
to know each other
better and have some-
thing to remember for-
ever. We would like to
acknowledge Pastor
Draayer for the
amount of work he
put into organizing the
trip, Jeremy Geels for
the use of his van, and
other guys and their
mothers, for the little
but significant details
they attended to.
Overall. thanks be to
God for His care and
protection through the
trip.
newspapers and television stations
seemed a little hesitant to endorse the
whole event, probably because of the
amount of influence such an organiza-
tion can have.
No matter what the media thought.
it was wonderful to see so many men
openly professing their faith. The police
and other authorities were appreciative
_SUbmlllK .
A group of Dordt guys prepare to take on the
nation's capital through prayer and singing,
uniting with men from across the country.
Volunteers serve and are served
some new faces from Dordt and also some neat
people in Grand Forks. One woman we will all
remember was named "Boots." Each day she would
come and visit us in the afternoon with fresh home-
made banana bread and ollie bollen. She was so
encouraging and thankful for what we were doing.
We found out later that her house was damaged by
the flood, her church had just suffered a split and
she had cancer. Itwas so amazing that in the midst
of all her pain, she was still so willing to share her-
self with us.
East Grand Forks told us that only eight homes in
their area were spared damage. The rising waters of
the Red River and sewage from exploded pipes
poured into streets, houses and buildings through-
out the area.
Our group spent the weekend working for
CRWRC's disaster relief committee. trying to try to
help these people. We started with a church, strip-
ping and refinishing pews; and later worked later tn
the peoples' homes. Insulating. drywalltng. pan-
elling and painting. Some of us dug up a yard in
search of water and sewer lines. while others sort-
ed tru.ckloads of donated paint,
We had a good time together getting to know
by Emily Hutten
Guest Writer
Five a.m. Thursday morning. Trt-
State weekend. Approximately fifteen stu-
dents and people from the community met
in front of the SUB to load the van.
Where were we headed? Grand Forks, North
Dakota, directly north of Sioux Center, and about
an hour south of the Canadian border.
Why Grand Forks? This sprtng. Grand Forks
and several other towns along the Red River suf-
fered an extreme flood that destroyed or damaged
hundreds of homes and businesses. Residents of
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Golf team earns first-ever trip to National Tournament
by Jesse Groen
Sports Writer
"Oooooooooklahoma. where the winds
come eweeptngdown the plains." Dordt the-
ater students are no longer the most likely
people on campus to be singing the words
from the famous Broadway hit.
The men's golf team is having visions of
sweeping through the Sooner State as they
anticipate the NAIA national golf meet next
May in 1\IIsa. The linksters earned the light
to attend the tournament by winning the
South Dakota Iowa Conference meet held
durtng Tri-State weekend at Dakota State.
Dordt grabbed the conference title with
a 645 stroke total over the two day, 36-hole
tournament. Dakota State and Westmar
were close behind in second tied at 646
strokes. Dave Kooiman paced Dordt individ-
ually. earning runner-up medalist with a
two-day total of 154. Freshman Dave Altena
turned in a score of 167; Jason Visser card-
ed a 164 with fellow seniors Mark Pluimer
and Dean Kooima shooting 169's. Freshman
Eric Haveman rounded out the team with a
172. Strong second round play from
Haveman, Kooiman and Altena helped Dordt
overcome a ten-stroke deficit to take the title,
A 23-year veteran. Coach Abe Bos. tak-
ing the first golf team in school history to
nationals. saids the men were confident
going into the meet. Bos saids, "We went in
saying we had a chance, and as (the golfers)
came in one by onel it became clearer and
clearer that we (were in contention for the
title) ."
Kooiman agreed. "I knew we had a shot
coming down the final holes. but we didn't
know for sure until we were in the clubhouse
and the scores were added." He added, "We
'knew we had a chance. and it felt great to
actually make. nationals ."
Kooiman credited the win to the team
keeping its collective head. even after being
10 down after the first round. Bos agreed and
added, "It was a team effort rather than mdt-
vidual ... All five players (at the conference
meet) contributed in one way or another."
Bos and his players are not alone in
feeling good about qualifying for the big
show. Dordt athletic director Rick Vander
Berg said making nationals is not only great
for the golf team but is also good for the col-
lege. "It's just like when an academic pro-
gram gets acknowledged." he Said .. "it is good
for Dordt's image. It's a nice feather in our
cap and benefits all students" because of the
recognition it brings to the institution.
"Making nationals is a goal for every
team in every sport in every season," he said.
However, it is not often that a Dordt team
gets the chance to represent the school at
nationals. In fact, other than the cross coun-
try team, which has made the meet three
years running, only two teams have made the
grade when it comes to the highest round of
post season play. In 1988 the men's basket-
ball team rose to the occasion. The only other
group was the volleyball team as they
reached nationals in 1995, In that light.
Vander Berg says making the spring tourna-
ment is "quite an accomplishment" for a
Dordt team,
The team gets its chance at the history
books May 19-22. Keeping a .golf game in
tune through the harsh Iowa winter would
seem to be a concern. Kooiman. however. is
optimistic. "Hopefully we can keep playing
over the winter in the simulator at the
(Recreation) Center and maybe travel some-
where warm to play over spring break. Then
we'll have early spring here to get our game
in shape right before the meet."
Coach Bos shares Kooiman's optimism.
especially concerning the team's play at
nationals. "(The conference meet) win was
not a fluke, and I know we can do even bet-
ter," noted Bos when asked how he expects
the team to fare in Tulsa. He said the team
must go in and play even better to compete in
the four-day stroke play tournament show-
casing 33 of the best golf teams in the nation.
Bos said the field will consist of conference
champs like Dordt. as well as at-large teams
that earned bids through excellent seasons
in extremely competitive conferences.
The meet will be at Southern Hills Golf
Course in Tulsa. Southern Hills is one of the
top 25 courses in the nation and has hosted
such PGA events as the 1975 U.S Open,
Defenders go 3-1-2
in last six games
by Todd Lee
Sports Writer
Dordt's mens soccer team has played
six games since Tri-State. The men played
solid soccer, losing only once in that stretch,
The Defenders started out Trt -State
with a 1-1 tie with Avila. Willy Venant had
the goal for the Defender's.
The next game for Dordt came against
Park. The Defenders couldn't manage any
goals and with no goals you aren't going to
win many games. The men lost 2-0.
The University of Mary rolled into town
and with a penalty kick rebound from Steve
Gerritsma they rolled right back out with a
loss, The spectacular goal bounced around
the cross bar three times before finally going
in, The score held and Dordt won, 1-0.
What made this game even more excep-
tional was that Dordt was a man down after
Amos Doornbos was issued a red card with
well over half of the period yet to play.
"The game was getting out of control.
The official made a call that brought the
game back into control," Coach Bill
Elgersma said. Elgersma also noted that the
soccer team seemed to play better with only
ten men out on the field.
"We had been needing to play better
and when the chips were down we battled
back and proved we have the heart of a
champion," Elgersma said ..
Last Wednesday Jon Pelster from
Edmonton, Alberta. scored a hat trick in a
3-0 shutout of Martin Luther, He proved
there is more than just hockey in
Canada.
The Defenders got their sec-
ond straight shutout win with
some excellent defense and a
very potent offense when they
whipped Doane, 4-0. Erek Van
Riessen drilled home two scores,
while Pelster and Scott
Mickelson had a goal apiece.
Dordt and Briar Cliff tan-
goed Tuesday, The Chargers
scored first but Levi Faber equal-
ized with 4: 11 left in the first
half. Mickelson had the assist.
The teams fought through over-
time and the game ended in a I-
I tie. Chris Muller had 19 saves.
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Gaskill named NAIA Player-of-the-Week
by Janel Kract
Sports Writer
goals. Sheila
Jansma contribut-
ed to Dordt's cause
with an assist.
Gaskill's other
threee goals were
unassisted. Defense
also stepped up to
the occasion by
allowing only 10
total goal shots.
Gaskill's four
goals brought her
total for the season
to a record-smash-
ing 21 goals. Added
to her three goals
scored earlier that
week against Briar
Cliff, Gaskill's suc-
cess against St.
Mary earned her
the honors of both
Great Plains Player-
of-the-week and
NAIA National
Dordt 2. Bellevue 0
While the rest of the stu-
dent body was relaxing over TI1-
State. the women's soccer team
continued to get the job done as
they faced Bellevue on Thursday.
Knowing they were the under-
dogs. the Lady Defenders
stepped up to the challenge and
played with intensity and heart.
Heather Williams and
Krista Krikke put in the
Defender's two goals, while Kalie
Gasktll chipped In with an
assist. Defensively, Dordt shut
out the opponent behind Krtstin
Zomennaand's 11 saves.
Dordt 4. Unlvenity of St. Mary
3
The Lady Defenders PhOto courtesy of Sioux Center News
increased their record to 8-1-1 Kalie Gaskill- National
by defeating U. of SI. Mary 4-3. Player-of-the-Week.
Gaskill scored all four of Dordt's
'.
Player-of-the-Week. The national award
recipient is chosen from among all the
NAJA colleges in The United States and
Canada. and according to Dordt Sports
Information Director. Corey Westra,
Gaskill's award is a unique achievement.
'The national honor was a total sur-
prise," said Gaskill. "But it's more for my
team. We've got a lot of good players, and
they make things a little easier for me."
Coach Jeanie Elgersma was excited
about the honor as well. She praised
Gaskill for her contrtbution to the team.
"Kalte's great speed sets some things up
for us, that's certain," she said. "Plus,
she's a very intelligent player."
Dordt 5. MartIn Luther 0
A team effort brought home another
win for Dordt as the ladies crushed Martin
Luther 5-0,
The team spent most of their time on
the offensive end of the field with 36
attempted shots on goal. while the defense
allowed only eight shots. Krtkke booted in
two goals for the Defenders, and Williams,
Erin Staal, and Gaskill added one each.
- a
Teresa and Sheila Jansma contrtbuted
one and two assists, respectively. and
Staal matched her goal with an assist.
Doane 2. Dordt 0
Dordt's game against Doane on
Saturday is proof that upsets can go both
ways. The Defenders pooled together 23
shots at the goal. but they were not able to
make any count on the scoreboard,
According to Coach Elgersma, "we
had a lot of shots on goal. but it just did-
n't seem like the bounces went our way."
Elgersma was disappointed with the out-
come. "We played flat," she said. "We just
didn't seem like we came to play, especial-
ly going on the road on a saturday. To
Doane's credit;" she added, ..they played
very aggrestvely. It was their Parents'
Weekend. and they stepped up."
Dordt I. Westmar 0 (OT)
The Lady Defenders hosted Westmar
yesterday in a classic game. Both teams
fought scorelessly into overtime. Finally,
with 3: 10 left in the final overtime half,
Williams drilled in a goal to win it. Gaskill
got the assist,
Dordt climbs to 10-2-1 with the
upset.The women host St. Scholastica at
noon on Saturday.
Runners gearing up fer conference mee
Wt1J also have to fight for
position With Sioux Falls."
~.-~ The men finished second
1.J'j.·.···.at the USD Invttattonal.... behind Buena Vista.Northwestern came in third .
... ; The De Weerd brothers
led the Defenders. Jason
finished fourth with an unof-
Betal time of 27:04. He was
closely followed by Scott.
who finished sixth at 27: 18.
unofficially. The brothers
were followed by Matt
Oostra, Peter Simmons,
Marlin Hoogland. Darin
Arkema, and Dale
Herredsberg.
The men's team also has
problems with injuries. Four
of the top runners - Jeff
Summerhaye.. Jon Vander
Kooy. Nathaniel Kok. and
Adam Blankespoor - did noi
ron at the meet due to
injuries and sickness. _
About the conference meet,
Sununerhays said, "If we
can get over injuries, we
have a good shot at winning
the conference and going to
Nationals."
Goheen said, "At confer-
ence, Sioux Falls is favored, but
we hope to make it close."
The next race for the Cross
Country team is the conference
meet, held at lla.m. in Sioux
Falls. South Dakota on
November 1. Scott De Weerd
"hopes for a lot of Dordt fans at
the conference meet--even more
than Sioux Falls fans."
by Jeff Memme1aar
Sports Writer
On Friday. October
10, the cross country
team traveled to
Vermtllton. SD. for the
USD Invttational. Aside
from the swarms of
mosquitoes. the weather
conditions were good for
running-slightly humid;
temps in the low 70's: no
wind. But the course wasa bit soft. slowing the
runners down.
The women's run-
ning team had a solid
race taking first place.
finishing With 21 points.
Northwestern's women
carne in second with 35.
Becky Van De
Griend and Heidi
Bartholomew were the
top two finishers for the
women. Van De Griend
came In at 20:26. Cathy M r11 H I
Palmer came in fourth a n oogland battles w th another
with a time of 21:0 I. runner In the USD Invitational.
Tabitha Vander Wilt was .
close behind. finishing fifth at to record a win with two of the
21 :08. Kristen Schemmerhorn top runners out with injuries.
placed tenth in a time of 21:28, Cara De Wit is out for the season
Van De Griend commented with a stress fracture. Sarah
on the meet saying, '"Wehad a Plutm also missed last Friday's
good race. Heidi, Cathy, Tabitha, race. and It is uncertain whether
Kristin, and I were able to stay she will be able to run at the con-
together for the first half of the ference meet on November 1.
race," This allowed the women to Coach Ross Goheen
work as a pack and support each commented on the conference
other durtng the run. meet saying, "Dakota State will
The women's team was able be the team to beat. The women
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Go Fish pleases diverse crowd
byRye Vande KraatB
Staff Writer
The rambling babble of
the half-full auditorium, the
crowd awaiting the start of
the show, the generic jazz
filling the air from the
speakers flanking the stage.
The crowd was a' diverse
one, a lot of recognizable
college faces. entire famil1es
with elementaIy kids, and
some even younger than
that.
A middle-aged man
walked onto the stage,
thanked the audience for
coming to the show and
walked off the stage as the
lights went down and a
rumbling techno introduc-
tion began.
Out of one of the side
doors walked three charm-
ing young men, and one of
them, the bass guy. started
a "boom bah boom boom
bah" thing. Soon the audi-
ence stood, tapped and
clapped along to the funky a
cappell styling of Go Fish.
a three piece band from
Minneapolis.
Their music was a
blend of gospel. hip hop.
and a cappella. Go Fish sort
of sounded like Rockappella
from the PBS show "Where
in the World is Carmen
Santiago". The only other
.noise coming from the stage
A.D.
by Jon 1I10l1l1
.was an occasional synthetic
drum beat and a tam-
. bourine.
They were very catchy;
they got your toes tapping
and your hands clapping.
Another aspect worth noting
was that they were
Christians. and their lyrics
reflect that worldview.
I thought that the show
was really good. It was a
unique concert. 1 am not
really a big fan of that type
of music, but it was fun to
hear it sung live. I am no
music expert. but in my
opinion. I thought
that these guys
were pretty good at
what they did. The
harmonics seemed
pretty tight. accu-
rate and creative.
They had
good stage pres-
ence and got
involved with the
audience on a per- .
sonal level. It was
clear from the
audience's reac-
tions that they
were enjoying
themselves, I
noticed that seate"d
near the front of
the stage there
were a lot of high
school-aged girls
that liked to
scream every time
the fellows on stage did any-
. thing.
After about an hour
and a half and a brief encore
performance. the show
ended and the audience
moved out into the lobby
where they were able to pur-
chase t-shtrts. CD's, posters
and other merchandise.
The band members
were also available for con-
versation and autographs.
There was a general buzz of
excitement in the air,
Everyone. it seems. had a
good time .
Laura DtlJong
,Go Fish combines a unique
~Iend of a cappella and drums.
by Seth Koerner
~~::J il ......H•
.... ~""1111''' __r
What would've happened if they had actually done it themselves.o00
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- a
American Novel class visits Red Cloud
By Sarah Bliss
Staff Writer
Have you ever won-
dered if Sioux Center is the
smallest town on the face of
the earth? Well. it isn't. Dr.
Schaap's American Novel
class traveled to Red Cloud.
Nebraska home town of
Willa Cather. which has
approximately twelve hun-
dred inhabitants.
The trip began at five
o'clock in the morning.
Eleven sleepy students and
one professor gathered out-
side the SUB to begin the
adventure.
As we started out.
Melissa Phaneuf, who was
not as sleepy as the other
students, began asking Dr.
Schaap questions about life
In the Sixties. He related
stories about men not being
allowed to wear beards. and
the girls had to wear skirts.
unless it was forty below.
After stopping for
breakfast at McDonalds. we
continued along till we
reached Red Cloud, where
we stopped for lunch. There
was an interesting assort-
ment of characters hanging
out at the local restaurant.
Our waitress. Cookie.
looked like an "old Muppet"
according to Missy Dykstra.
It was there that we over-
heard the following conver-
sation.
"What are they all dotn'
here?"
"Want to see Willa
Cather stuff."
"Who's she?"
"Some writer."
Our class was aghast. That
man did not know who Willa
Cather was. "The patron
saint of their town" as
Mindy Buys put it. We
quickly left the restaurant.
The tour began at her
house in town. We examined
the tiny rooms and imagined
what it would be like to live
during that time. We contin-
ued to the railway station.
which used to have eight
passenger trains a day stop
here.
Inside were pictures of
immigrants whose faces told
their story better than any
words could. We began to
tell each other the stories
that those faces told. After
that we continued to various
other places around town.
Many of the places were rec-
ognizable from her stories.
After our tour. Dr.
Schaap took the van out of
town and we stopped at a
prairie reserve. All of us
jumped out of the van and
began to run in the grass.
There were a few trees
spread out on the hills, but
it was mainly grass as far as
we could see. Running and
jumping and exploring for a
while we understood the I
people that Cather wrote
about much better.
Stopping for ice cream
and then dinner, we headed
back to Dordt. On the way,
we sang along to the oldies
radio station. Daphne Lamb
showed off her amazing
knowledge of oldies' trivia.
Tired and full. we arrived
safe and sound back in
Sioux Center, which began
to look much bigger.
r~---~-------------~--------~---------,
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one thing. Paper and recycling is
such a big issue. and we need to
be made more aware of it on
campus."
"Another thing we'd like to
promote is hunger awareness,
beginning in November.... said
Rueck. "Shamar is not just
about human environment; we
see ourselves as being part of
the environment-it all fits'
together,"
Schelhaas talked about the
danger in "changing the natural
world in an irreversible man-
ner". He referred to a e.s. Lewis
poem in which Lewis wrote of a
time in England where all the
trees are paved over. "It's exag-
gerated: he satd. "but that's the
direction we're going ... I look to
Sharnar to be giving us leader-
ship in pow we use resources
here at Dordt College."
--F
Paper and recycling main focus for Shamar this year
Steve Bridges: Seinfeld to Little Caesar
722-3988
by Sarah Nleuwsma
Stafr Reporter
the president of the Christian
. Environmental Association to
speak at Dordt, are working with
Iowa State University towards
restoring native prairies and are
looking into planning an Earth
Day (which could be comparable
to the well known Ag Day).
In September, Shamar
sponsored the showing of the
Affluenza video, which dealt
with excessive consumption and
how it effects the environment
and people. Professor David
Schelhaas emphasized the need
for education on this issue, as
well as the concept of sustain-
ability. "It's the idea that we use
all our resources-especially
earth, soil, and water-so that
the next generations have
resources as good as we have."
he said.
Senior Shamar member,
Dordt's Earth keeping
group, Shamar, has begun it's
first full year of service.
Shamar, the Hebrew word
from the Genesis 2: 15 call to
tend the earth. began with the
purpose to Inform and initiate
the Dordt community in stew-
ardly living.
"We want to make people
aware of environmental issues,"
said the group's coordinating
minister, Daniel Rueck. "These
issues aren't just for environ-
mentalists or extremists but are
for us as Christians."
Shamar is looking ahead to
several events. They are plan-
ning the clean-up of a two mile
stretch of "adopted" highway
south of town, have arranged for
Phone: 712"'72¥2338
Fax: 712"'72--2381
Last week: Fliday as Dordt
students entered the auditorium,
they were greeted by music, bal-
loons, and fiisbees. It's amazing
what some balloons bouncing
around and a frisbee buzzing over
can do for an attitude. Students
were all smiles almost inUnediately
and the show hadn't even started.
As the audltortum ll1Ied up the
audience maintained an "all
smiles" status.
When Steve Bridges took the
stage, entering from somewhere in
the audience, he had no trouble
getting laughs right away. He
began with questioning audience
members, getting names, origins
and other easy facts. He did
improv with that information
which lightened the atmosphere
even more. Steve also did a joke
with a student's mistake of nailing
the organ with a fiisbee. The
by Jill Van Voont
Staff Writer
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-Renae's-
Renae Visscher, Owoer/Stylist
-Greta Van Zee, Stylist-
-Julie Ten Napel, Stylist-
-Janelle Meendering, Stylist-
-Paula Oostenink, Stylist-
-Gwen Van Roekel, Stylist-
-Missy Driesen, Stylist-
Eltcla Bot, is heading a commit-
tee to look into composting on
East Campus. She said the pro-
ject is "to reduce the amount of
garbage in landfill sites and
also, hopefully, to get people in
the habit of practicing a more
stewardly way of life."
Recycling concerns have
been directed to the group as
well. "Our recycling program lis
no good) here," said senior Brtan
Cruson. "We need to get some-
thing going again because light
now everyone is throwing every-
thing awayt" In response to this
issue, Student Forum is in the
process of distlibuting recycling
bins to all dorms. and Shamar
has decided to focus on paper
waste this semester.
Said Shamar's minister of
records, sophomore Sara de
Boom, "We wanted to focus on
crowd loved it.
Steve was also good at
impressions, the highlight. of his
performance. He didn't back down
from looking silly. instead he took
on a Jim Carrey air and used a lot
of physical humor in his routine.
His facial expressions helped the
audience envision the character
being impersonated and the inflec-
tion of Steve's voice brought the
character to life. His impressions
covered all types of people from
the Little Ceasar pizza boy to
Barney Fife. A highlight of the
evening was the combination of
Selnfeld and Star Wars charac-
ters. He'll have to run that one
by George Lucas.
Steve covered a wide vaIi-
ety of topics in his humor. He
touched on current and rececnt
political issues, as well as
social events. Though his
memories of television shows
dated his act. the general ideas
captured the humor of each
Order your pizza by phone, or
come visit us with your
friends.
251 N. Main
(in Centre Mall)
c=.~ Sioux Center, IA .=:7.=
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Hours:
Mon.-Thur.:9-9722-0008
Fri.-Sat.: 9-5
Located nearthe northwest
entrance of the CenterMall
251 N Main St. 208
topic he covered. He touched on
airlines. families. kids. growing up
and he gave some advice for sin-
gles. Steve had a touch of ques-
tionable material. slanuning heck-
lers and country music. His play
on words also silenced the audi-
ence a few times, they didn't know
whether to laugh or not. Steve fin-
ished each story with a funny
punch line though and as he put
it, "I'm clean, not nice."
For further jnformation contact:
Dr. K.J. Bool, Director
Nethe~andic-SPICE
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
E-mail: kbool@dordt.edu
Call collect (712) 722-6263
Deadline: November 1, 1997
